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 Data can be presented in the form of graphic flow charts, pie charts, bar charts and tables. PC OMR can generate and print both
hard-copy and electronic reports. OMR (Optical Microscope Reporting) is a software program that allows the operator to view,

measure, and analyze biological samples. The software allows scientists to examine specimens and produce colorful graphic
representations of the specimens. The software was created by Bruce Greenstein, a retired optical physicist at the University of

California-Berkeley. References Further reading External links Official Website Category:Laboratory equipment
Category:Medical software Category:Scientific instrumentation Category:Surveying instruments Category:Electronic test

equipment Category:Photoedometers Ask HN: Good resources for learning C? - kcovia I'm having a hard time getting started on
learning C. Is there any resources that you think are good for learning C? I've been working on learning Python over the last

month and it's going great, but I'm having a hard time transitioning from Python to C. ====== ai_ia I started with "C A
Reference Manual" and then "The C Programming Language". The real key is to start building small applications. Q: Android

coding using Retrofit service in Kotlin/Java I'm trying to build a simple sign up screen in android which will send POST
requests to a backend service and sign up new users. I have a simple web API written in PHP which is used to communicate
with the backend. My issue is, that I'm using Retrofit for the HTTP requests and right now I'm not sure how to call the PHP

API. I'm trying to pass in an ID which I retrieved from a Firebase database. This is how I call the API from my activity: private
fun signUp() { val call = BackendService.createSignUpRequest(BackendService.getNewUserId()) call.enqueue(object :

Callback { override fun onResponse(call: Call, response: Response) { println("CREATE USER") 82157476af
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